
Automatic Wire Processor
Products Overview



TwistingTinningTwisting/tinning

Semi-stripping StrippingCrimping

TR201Cseries

Option

▶Special cutting blade
R-shaped blade for wires with
thin-walled cover: R0.2 or larger
Thin blade: entering/strip angle 20° blade
Carbide blade: such as ceramic coating
blade
contact us for requests of other special blades.

▶Special clamp
▶Special roller

Urethane rubber roller: optimum for cables with
easily damaged cover, soft cover, or extrathin cover
Coarse roller: optimum for wires with slippery
cover or hard cover.
Fine roller: compatible with wide variety of cables.
(Standard equipment)
Contact us for requests of other special rollers.

Grooved clamp: optimum for wires with slippery
cover or hard cover. Special clamps for processing
extrashort wires of cutting length of 20 to 30 ㎜ are
also available. Contact us for details.
*Processing cutting length of 30 ㎜ or shorter may be difficult

 depending on wire type, processing specification, or conditions.

▶Prefeeder built-in type
It achieves to save space.

Both-ends crimping machine

Tinning/Crimping machine
▶Both twisting/tinning and crimping are available with
　simply replacing the stages.
　Compatible with lead-free tinning.

▶We can provide stability processing from extra-fine wires to medium size by
　the high precision mechanism and high speed control.
▶Extra-short wires can also process.

Max.
processing capability

Both-ends crimping: 4,500 pcs/hour [ TR201C , TR202C ]
Both-ends crimping: 5,300 pcs/hour [ TR212C ]

Max.
processing capability

Both-ends crimping: 4,500 pcs/hour
Single-end tinning and single-end crimping: 3,900 pcs/hour [TR201CS]
                                                                        : 3,100 pcs/hour [TR202CS]
Both-ends twisting/tinning: 2,500 pcs/hour [TR202CSS]

TR201C
Both-ends crimping

TR201CS
Single-end tinning

TR201CSS
Both-ends tinning

TR202C
Both-ends crimping

TR202CS
Single-end tinning

TR212C

Model Processing description
Applicable wire size

mm2

AWG

Wire size application table Standard specification Optional specification

・Maximum processing capability is the value of cutting length: 30㎜.
・Crimping capability is TR201C: 14.5kN(1.5t), TR202C/TR212C: 19.6kN(2t)

・The ㎜2/AWG conversion for wire size is for reference only.
・Please contact us for special wires processing.
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Both-ends crimping

Special specification

※The machine in the photo is fitted with optional equipment.



Model Processing description
Applicable wire size

mm2

AWG 8
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TRD301　
Both-ends crimping

TRD302
Both-ends crimping 

TRD302WPA
3-module both-ends seal insertion     

TRD303
Both-ends crimping 

TRD301WPA
4-module both-ends seal insertion  
TRD301WPC
1×4-module both-ends seal insertion
TRD301WPSA
4-module single-end seal insertion  
TRD301WPSB
1-module single-end seal insertion
TRD301MS
Intermediate stripping handling machine   

TRD302WPSA
3-module single-end seal insertion

TRD303WPA
3-module both-ends seal insertion

TRD303WPSA
3-module single-end seal insertion

Maximum of five places

Wire size application table

Max. 
processing
capability
[TRD303]

Max. 
processing
capability
[TRD302]

Both-ends crimping: 3,600 pcs/hour
Both-ends seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 2,400 pcs/hour
Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 2,400 pcs/hour

Both-ends crimping: 3,500 pcs/hour
Both-ends seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 2,300 pcs/hour
Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 2,300 pcs/hour

Max. 
processing
capability
[TRD301]

Both-ends crimping: 4,500 pcs/hour
Both-ends seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 2,800 pcs/hour
Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 2,800 pcs/hour [TRD301WPSA]

 : 3,000 pcs/hour [TRD301WPSB]
Intermediate strips + Both-ends crimping: 1,450 pcs/hour

Option

▶Prefeeder fitted
　accumulator

It absorbs wire tension
during feeding wire to prevent
wire tangle.         

▶Crimping Monitor
　TCM301

The PC software of TRD301
provides terminal data
to set parameters
automatically.

▶Blade for
　intermediate strips

Intermediate strips can be
handled by replacing the
cutting blade and changing
the software.       

Both-ends crimping machine
Seal insertion and both-ends crimping machine
Both-ends crimping machine handling intermediate strips

TRD301series

▶This machine has achieved high durability and stable precision processing by utirizing high rigidity mechanism.
▶Multipurpose model for various processing such as seal insertion and/or intermediate strips. 

Crimping Semi-stripping Stripping

Intermediate strippingSeal insertion ＆ crimping

Standard specification Optional specification

・Maximum processing capability is the value of cutting length: 100㎜. 
・Please contact us for optional specification, seal insertion, intermediate strips and large wires (3-8㎜2) processing.
・Crimping capability is TRD301: 24.5kN(2t),TRD302,TRD303: 39.2kN(4t).                                                                                     ※TRD302 and TRD303 should require the replacement of spare parts depend on wire size.          

・The ㎜2/AWG conversion for wire size is for reference only.
・Please contact us for special wires processing.               

※The machine in the photo is fitted with optional equipment.



Model Processing description
Applicable wire size

mm2

AWG
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TRD401WPA
3-module both-ends
seal insertion

3-module single-end
seal insertion

TRD401WPSA

TRD401
Both-ends crimping

TRD302WPA
3-module both-ends seal insertion     

Wire size application table

Option
Automatic wire changer

It absorbs wire tension
during feeding wire to prevent
wire tangle.         

Intermediate strips can be
handled by replacing the
cutting blade and changing
the software.       

TRD401series
Both-ends
crimping machine

Seal insertion and both-ends
crimping machine
▶It makes easy switchover of the rubber seal by Seal insertion
　unit with a vertical select mechanism, the seal cassette, and 
　separate placement
　parts feeder.

▶Reduction of switchover time by
　Automatic wire changer and
　applicator changer.
▶Terminal crimping monitor (TCM) and Bad
　wire chopper, which prevent the mixing of
　defectives are
　standard
　equipments.

Crimping Semi-stripping Stripping

Automation of time-consuming procedure for changing the wire color and size

Simply set up the next terminals or applicators during the 
production. The applicator sliding plate also supports this job.

Significant reducation of machine
set up time

Standard specification Optional specification

1 Wire retract 2 Wire cassette switch 3 Wire feed

This entire sequence is automatically performed.

・Maximum processing capability is the value of cutting length: 100㎜. 
・Please contact us for optional specification, seal insertion, intermediate strips and large wires (3-8㎜2) processing.
・Crimping capability is TRD301: 24.5kN(2t),TRD302,TRD303: 39.2kN(4t).                                                                                     ※TRD302 and TRD303 should require the replacement of spare parts depend on wire size.          

・The ㎜2/AWG conversion for wire size is for reference only.
・Please contact us for special wires processing.               

・Maximum processing capability is the value of cutting length: 100㎜.　・The ㎜2/AWG conversion for wire size is for reference only.
・Crimping capability is 24.5kN(2.5t).  ・Please contact us for special wires processing.

Max. 
processing capability

Both-ends crimping:
4,200 pcs/hour
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Terminal & applicator changer

Max. 
processing capability

Both-ends crimping: 3,900 pcs/hour
Both-ends seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 2,600 pcs/hour
Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 2,600 pcs/hour

Wires loaded in position for the next production when the machine is operating are automatically, thus reducing the switchover time by 83% less than that of manual action.

Seal insertion ＆ crimping
※The machine in the photo is fitted with optional equipment.



TRD510WPA
1-module both-ends
seal insertion

1-module single-end
seal insertion

TRD510WPSA

Digital crimper type

 TR500series 

Option

TCM 5WCHR
TCM for TR500 series
High-speed judgment
※Option dedicated to TR500

TRW6503/3503
Productivity of TR500 will be increased because it is
possible to pick out wire bundle with machine running
※Option dedicated to TR500

Automatic wire changeover
Wire changover time: approx. 15 seconds
※Option dedicated to TR500

Both-ends crimping machine
▶TR500 has achieved the top-class processing capacity as the single-wire crimping machine
　that can use various genuine applicators.
▶It can customize the contents of restrictions such as inhibiting to change the processing data.

Both-ends crimping machine
Seal insertion and both-ends
crimping machine
▶It achieves miniaturization, high speed and high accuracy processing as entry model for automotive wire processing.
▶Terminal crimping monitor (TCM) and Bad wire chopper are standard equipments.

▶Terminal crimping monitor ▶Automatic wire changer ▶Conveyor type wire sorting unit

TRD510
Both-ends crimping

Model Processing description
Applicable wire size

mm2

AWG
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・Maximum processing capability is the value of cutting length: TR500: 60㎜, TRD510: 100㎜.　・The ㎜2/AWG conversion for wire size is for reference only.
・Crimping capability is 19.6kN(2t). (TRD510: Digital crimper type)　                                                    ・Please contact us for special wires processing.
・Maximum stripping length is TR500: 10㎜, TRD510: 16㎜.                                                          ※AWG16 is out of specifications in TRD510, TRD510WPA and TRD510WPSA.

Wire size application table

TR500
Both-ends crimping

Crimping

Seal insertion ＆ crimping

Semi-stripping Stripping

Max.
processing capability Both-ends crimping: 6,000 pcs/hour [TR500]

Max.
processing capability

Both-ends crimping: 5,000 pcs/hour [TRD510]
Both-ends seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 3,000 pcs/hour [TRD510WPA]
Single-end seal insertion and both-ends crimping: 3,000 pcs/hour [TRD510WPSA]

※The machine in the photo is fitted with optional equipment.
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